Currently there exists a gap between deep learning and the techniques required to quantify uncertainty. This paper uses the weather forecast as a application background to illustrate the technique of deep uncertainty learning (DUL). Weather forecasting has great significance throughout human history and is traditionally approached through numerical weather prediction (NWP) in which the atmosphere is modelled as differential equations. However, due to the instability of these differential equations in the presence of uncertainties, weather forecasting through numerical simulations may not be reliable. This paper explores weather forecasting as a data mining problem. We build a deep prediction interval (DPI) model based on sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) that predicts spatio-temporal patterns of meteorological variables in the future 37 hours, which incorporates the informative knowledge of NWP. A big contribution and surprising finding in the training process of DPI is that training by mean variance loss instead of mean square error loss can significantly improve the generalization of point estimation, which has never been reported in previous research. We think this a new kind of regularization can not only be on a par with the famous Dropout but also provide more uncertainty information, which comes into double-win situation and we name it MV-R (Mean Variance Regularization). Based on single DPI, we then build deep ensemble. We evaluate our method on 10 realistic weather stations in Beijing of China. Experimental results shown DPI has better generalization than traditional point estimation and deep ensemble can further improve the performance. Our deep ensemble method achieved top-2 online score ranking in the competition of AI Challenger 2018. It can dramatically decrease up to 56% error compared with NWP, which has important use value and practical significance. 1
I. INTRODUCTION
Meteorological elements, such as temperature, wind and humidity, have been profoundly affecting many aspects of the human's livelihood, especially in transportation, flood warning, solar/wind power generation planning. Making inferences and predictions about weather has great significance throughout human history [1] . Predictive method and difficulty vary according to different requirements. For examples, the difficulty of short-term forecast (0-3 hours), medium-term forecast (3-48 hours) and long-term forecast (1-2 weeks) increase in turn. On the other hand, geographical factors also play an important role in meteorological stability such 1 The publicly released code: https://github.com/ BruceBinBoxing/Weather_Forecasting that forecasting for plain areas is easier than to predict for mountains area. Hence challenges with accurate meteorological modeling brings to the fore difficulties with reasoning about the complex dynamics of diverse atmospheric system. Using physical models to simulate and predict the weather, known as Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). A great advantage of NWP is that it is based on numerical solution of the atmospheric hydro thermo dynamics equations and can obtain high prediction accuracy if the initial solution is appropriately chosen. However, NWP could behave poor if initial states of the atmosphere are set inappropriately [2] . With the growing availability of weather-related big data, researchers have realized that introducing data-driven approaches to weather prediction can achieve considerable success. Recent advancements in machine learning combined with the growing availability of weather-related data has served to dramatically improve the accuracy of forecasts [3] , [4] , [5] . A beautiful property of machine learning is that it can quickly uncover patterns from historical data through training, and merge those with current observations to predict what might happen in the future. Nevertheless, this kind of method requires massive historical data and comprehensive feature engineering to achieve satisfactory results.
Could we combine the advantages of NWP and machine learning to get a better solution? This paper introducing a novel data-driven framework aims to do so.
We aim to tackle this spatio-temporal high-dimensional (3*10*17=1110) forecasting via deep learning that simultaneously predicts temperature, relative humidity and wind speed (3 meteorological variables) across space (10 stations) and time (37 hours in the future). The proposed is based on classic seq2seq architecture and jointly incorporate observations and NWP forecasting as input features, which show effective, feasible and high accuracy.
The Contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) A surprising finding has been found that training by mean variance loss instead of mean square error loss can significantly improve the generalization of point estimation, which has never been reported in previous research. We think this a new kind of regularization can not only be on a par with the famous Dropout but also provide more uncertainty information, which is a double-win situation and we name it MV-R (Mean Variance Regularization). 2) Propose an end-to-end seq2seq framework to handle spatio-temporal weather forecasting problems. Benefit from the powerful representation learning of deep learning, we can achieve considerable prediction results and avoid tedious feature engineering such as GBDT. 3) Develop novel input/output tensor which allows only ONE model to incorporate high dimension features and implement multi-task prediction (3 target variables, 10 stations, 37 timesteps, which is up to 3*10*37=1110 dimensions). This can be very efficient and feasible for training and deployment. To achieve the same level of results, methods like GBDT often requires multiple separate models and hence consumes longer training time and deployment cost. 4) Incorporate prediction interval into the proposed deep model to provide more information for decision making. Related visualization allows operators understand the law of change in weather during forecasting. This architecture for deep prediction interval can be readily extended to a wide range of spatio-temporal sequence regression predictions. 5) Build deep ensemble methods to stabilize prediction and reduce the model uncertainty. The ensemble method significantly improve and stabalize predictive results. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We next introduce related works In Section II. In Section III, we discuss preliminary including problem definition, exploration data analysis and prediction interval. In Section IV, we discuss the technical details of our approach, showing the components of a comprehensive deep model that we call a deep prediction interval (DPI). In Section V, we present the results of experiments with the model on real world data. Last we conclude with a brief summary and discuss future works in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Weather forecasting has been well studied in past decades. Most work in weather forecasting to date rely on the use of NWP approaches, where the weather systems are simulated via numerical methods [6] , [7] . Some researchers addressed weather forecasting as data-driven tasks using ARIMA [8] , SVM [9] , Forward Neural Network (FNN) [10] . However, these shallow methods explore only one variable at a time and do not consider the inherent spatio-temporal dynamics of diverse meteorological variables. Deep learning, as a cuttingedge technique of AI, is showing promise in the field of weather prediction. [5] first adopt auto-encoder for reducing and capturing non-linear relationships between variables, and then train a multi-layer perceptron for prediction. [4] proposed a deep hybrid probabilistic graphical model to predict jointly statistics of a set of weather-related variables. Similarly, [11] designed a robust deep learning model for short-term load forecasting. Though these works achieved high performance via deep learning, they are limited due to 1) tedious preprocessing such as extracting seasonal features as inputs and kernel selection, which are contrary to the automatic representation extraction of deep learning 2) do not take advantage of informative results from NWP. 3) insufficient observational information. 4) Another
We introduce methods that address these limitations, via introduction of a hybrid representation. With a hybrid representation, individual predictors are discriminatively trained from historic data and local inferences from these models are combined with a deep neural network that overlays statistical constraints among key weather variables. We additionally apply a spatial interpolation scheme that respects constraints of long-range statistical dependencies. The methodology employs covariance matrix for Gaussian Process regression constructed from a large dataset. Here, the covariance matrix, also referred to as the kernel, allows us to enforce smoothness constraints over the weather variables. By ensuring that the kernel captures the dynamics of the system as informed by the training data, we are able to align estimates according to spatial constraints imposed by natural laws.
To the best of our knowledge, we are first apply DPI into seq2seq-based model and we firstly propose to fuse physicalbased NWP for data-driven weather forecasting.
III. PRELIMINARY

A. Problem Definition
In this paper, we concern the future weather forecasting in a certain period of time i.e. from 3:00 intraday to 15:00 (UTC) of the next day, totally 37 hours. Symbol Definition 1) Historical observational meteorological elements, i.e. meteorological time series E(t) = [e 1 (t), e 2 (t), ..., e 3 (t)], where a sequence e i is one type of meteorological elements e.g. temperature, surface precipitation and so on (totally 9 types), and t = 1, ..., N ; 2) Predictive values of NWP, i.e., D(t)
, where a sequence d i is one type of meteorological elements (totally 29 kinds). For t = N + 1, N + 2, ..., N + T , and T is the forecasting steps in the future.
3) The mean prediction of three target meteorological elements (i.e. temperature, relative humidity and wind speed) for T steps in the future,Ŷ(t) = [y 1 (t), y 2 (t), y 3 (t)], for t = N + 1, N + 2, ..., N + T . The variance prediction of three target meteorological elements for T steps in the future,
Please note that in this paper although we focus on the certain period of time, and hence T is set to 37. While our method can be easily extended to any time interval prediction by setting T to other values.
B. Explore Data Analysis
We explore data analysis from two aspects. First, Fig.  1 shows historical target observations in past three years. We can see that only temperature reflects strong seasonal variation. Based on this, methods like [8] , [4] which build seasonal features by from historical data cannot work very well. Instead, we directly incorporate this knowledge from NWP. Second, Fig. 2 visually aggregates statistics of mean (solid line) and variance (shade area) for 10 stations in the future 37 hours. We can conclude that 1) There exists obvious difference of mean statistics e.g., the mean value of station 7 is clearly at different level compared with other stations;
2) The variance ranges differently among different stations. For instance, station 7 has a larger variance (wider shade area) than others at some periods. To address this problem, we propose to learn time embedding and station embedding.
C. Prediction Interval
In dynamic environment, many decision-making processes rely on prediction interval (also a.k.a probabilistic forecasts and uncertainty quantification) to quantify the uncertain future. Although most of the papers in the deep spatio-temporal forecasting focus on point or single-valued forecasts the research interest in deep prediction interval research has taken off rapidly in recent years [12] , [13] .
For ease of explaining prediction interval in time series regression, let us only consider the equation of single-step time series regression, i.e., we set T = 1 in given by:
where f (X N +1 ) is learned by seq2seq model, and it is denoted as f (·) for simplicity. Statistically, f (·) is the predictable point estimation also called the epistemic part; N +1 is the irreducible noise at the predicted time N +1 also named the aleatoric part. The reason it exists is because there are some explanatory variables that are not obtained or unavoidable random factors. So we also call it data uncertainty. Due to the difficulty to express N +1 with a deterministic equation, data uncertainty is usually modeled by a probability distribution with zero mean and a variance σ N +1 . If σ N +1 does not change over time, it is a homoskedastic problem, otherwise, it is regarded as heteroskedastic.
In our work, we develop DPI based on a mild assumption that the data noise N +1 ∼ N (0, σ N +1 ) and σ N +1 is a function of input features (hence heteroskedastic). The learning process is essentially by maximum likelihood estimation [14] . 
IV. OUR METHOD
A. Model Architecture
The basic seq2seq architecture is first proposed in [15] . There are already many high-performance variants for different tasks, but most of them focus on point estimation. We adjust it to be suitable for prediction interval. A GRUbased encoder first encodes the input feature series into semantic codings and then decoder generates the one-stepahead prediction interval or sequential prediction interval as well as the point estimation: where Enc is the encoder, c are semantic codings which would be copied to the decoder Dec, W 1 and W 2 are learnable parameters. The proposed architecture of seq2seq is shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Data Preprocessing
Missing values According to the severity of missing values, we define two kind of missing values, i.e. block missing (one-day data lost) and local missing (local noncontinuous time series). For block missing, we just delete the data of those days from dataset. For local missing data (), we use linear interpolation to impute missing values. After exploration data analysis, we totally delete 40 days with block missing from 1188 days. And finally we got data from 1148 (1188-40) days.
Features Normalization Original "OBS" dataset inlcudes 9-dimension real-valued features and "NWP" dataset includes 29-dimension real-valued features. Features without normalization would incur training failure for deep leaning. Hence we use min-max normalization to normalize the each continuous features into [0, 1]. In the evaluation, we rescale the predicted values back to the normal scale.
Category Variables There are two category variables, i.e. Time and Station ID. By doing so, the features of decoder inputs change from 29 to 31.
C. Input/Output Tensor
The original data is stored in netCDF style. We load data and transform it to Python numpy array with shape of (N, T, S, F), where N is the index of days, T is the index of timesteps (=37 or 28), S is the index of stations (=10) and F is the index of meteorological variables (i.e. t2m, rh2m, w10m).
D. Loss Function
For regression problems, classic deep learning models usually output a single value say u(x) and the parameters are optimized to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) on the training set, given by n i=1 (y i − u(x i )) 2 However, the MSE can not capture predictive uncertainty. Following [14] , we use a seq2seq model that predicts two values at each decoder output timestep, corresponding to the predicted mean u(x) and variance σ 2 (x) 1 . By treating the observed value as a sample from a (heteroscedastic) Gaussian distribution with the predicted mean and variance, we minimize the negative log-likelihood criterion:
where C is a constant which can be omit during training. Maximum likelihood estimation via deep learning over u θ (x) and σ 2 θ (x) can easily overfit on training set. Hence it is necessary to implementing early-stopping on validation set.
E. Algorithms (On working...)
Algorithm 1 outlines the procedures to solve the SPI problem. We first construct the training samples from observed data (lines 1-5). Then, the seq2seq model is trained via BP to minimize the Loss com (lines 7-11). Fig. 3 : Seq2seq-based for sequence prediction interval. When generating PI, we iteratively connect the outputs from the previous moment as the inputs for the next moment. Such connection has proven to be very effective for better performance. 
F. Evaluation Metrics
We measure our method by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as where Y pred i and Y obj i are the predicted values and ground truth, respectively; n is the number of all predicted samples.
To clearly show the improvement compared with classic NWP method, we also evaluate using the associated skill score (SS):
where RM SE N W P is calculated by NWP method and RM SE model is calculated from the prediction of machine learning models.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Baselines
Auto Regression Seasonal ARIMA (SAR) is a benchmark model for univariate time series, where parameters are chosen using AIC (Akaike information criterion).
VAR is a benchmark stochastic process model used to capture the linear interdependencies among multiple time series. VAR models generalize the univariate autoregressive model (AR model) by allowing for more than one evolving variable.
SVR We use open source codes by .
GBDT We use open source codes by . Forward Neural Networks (FNN) This simple fully connected FNN incorporates all input features without considering time order.
DPI 50 is one layer GRU-based seq2seq with 50 hidden nodes. The loss function is MVE.
DPI 50−50 is two layers GRU-based seq2seq with 50 hidden nodes of each layer. The loss function is MVE.
DPI 200 is one layer GRU-based seq2seq with 200 hidden nodes. The loss function is MVE.
DPI 300−300 is two layers GRU-based seq2seq with 300 hidden nodes of each layer. The loss function is MVE.
Seq2Seq 300−300−M SE is the same as DPI 300−300 except the loss function is MSE.
Seq2Seq 300−300−M AE is the same as DPI 300−300 except the loss function is MAE.
B. Deep Ensemble
An easy and feasible principle for deep ensemble is to ensure the model-inter diversity, which can introduce the great generalization. For examples, an ensemble of DPI 300−300 , DPI 30−30 and DPI 100 is better than DPI 290−290 , DPI 300−300 and DPI 310−310 . By setting different number of layers and nodes, we designed 10 different DPI-based models. Experimental results substantiated deep ensemble (DPI Esb ) can achieve the highest and the most stable scores. Fig. 4 : A random test sample at one station is chosen to visualize the forecasting of 3 target variables in the future 37 hours.
C. Experimental Environments
We train the deep models on a GPU server with Quadro P4000 GPU and programming environment Keras with Tensorflow backend.
D. Parameter Settings for Reproducibility
Batch size is set to 512; Since we have adopted earlystopping strategy, we need not set the epoch parameter, instead, we set the number of maximum iterations to 10000 and the validation interval(vi) is set to 50 meaning that we calculate validation loss and check if implement early-stopping after every 50 iterations. And we define vt as validation times the when early-stopping happens. Hence total iterations(ti) can be calculated by ti = vt * vi. We add two embedding layers to learn the embedding features respectively for time embedding and station embedding and the embedding size both are set to two.
E. Performance comparison
Overall, deep learning based models (DPI and Seq2Seq) outperforms better than non-deep-learning based models. Particularly, By comparing DPI 50 and DPI 50−50 , it validates the influence of deeper layers. By comparing DPI 50 & DPI 200 and DPI 50−50 & DPI 300−300 , it validates the effectiveness of more nodes under the same layer numbers. A greatly surprising experimental result is that DPI 300−300 trained by negative loglikelihood (MVE) loss, seems to perform much better than Seq2Seq 300−300−M SE and Seq2Seq 300−300−M AE . To figure it out, we preliminary calculate the ti when earlystopping happened, Seq2Seq 300−300−M SE is 42*50=2100, Seq2Seq 300−300−M AE is 37*50=1850 and DPI 300−300 is 58*50=2900. We can see that DPI 300−300 require more iterations to converge. A reasonable interpretation is that MVE loss jointly implement two tasks ( mean prediction and variance prediction). This to some extent can be regarded as a regularization for mean prediction and help mean prediction jump from local minimal. And hence it requires more iterations to converge and meantime avoid overfitting.
By calculating the Average score on 7 days (Day 3-Day 9, this is considered to be conformed with online ranking of AI Challenger 2018), DPI Esb achieves the best average score and also seems to be the most stable. To confirm that, we further implement one-tail paired T-test with significance level α = 0.1 between DPI Esb and others. The column Pvalue shown that every T-test have passed which means our method DPI Esb is significantly better than any other baseline given by specified significance level α = 0.1.
F. Visualization
For the sake of clear functional introduction, we take the single model DPI 300−300 as an example. Fig. 4 visualizes a randomly chosen test sample at one station for predicting 3 target variables in the future 37 hours. For each subfigure, the left green line is the observed meteorological value during the previous 28 hours, the right green line is the ground truth, the blue line is the prediction of NWP, the red line is the prediction of DPI 300−300 and the red shade area is the 90% prediction interval. A phenomenon worthy of attention is that the prediction interval is the width of the 90% prediction interval does not become wider over time, instead, it presents that the width of the middle part is narrower than both ends particularly for t2m and rh2m. A reasonable explanation is meteorological elements change largely during day time and become more stable during night time. Having this prediction interval would provide more information for travel/production planning than only point prediction. Another noteworthy point is that due to w10m fluctuates sharply, it is hard to forecast point estimate precisely and 90% prediction interval tends to be wider than t2m and rh2m.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.
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